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Fuzzy set theory application to the evaluation of audio signals segmentation with high
resolution and accuracy [1] and processing of sentence boundaries [2], pauses [3], accents [4]
emotions [5] and irony [6] in speech will be presented. The segmentation evaluation is based
on comparing automatically found boundaries with ground truth. Hence, the method is more
accurate and able to grasp the evaluation problem in a way more similar to the evaluation
conducted by a human being. Traditional methods often fail on grading segmentation
algorithms, particularly those of relatively similar qualities. We define a fuzzy membership
function that measures the degree to which the segments obtained by an automatic procedure
are similar to the results of a correct segmentation. To identify a pair of equivalent segments,
we set a fuzzy alignment function that points the pairs of segments obtained by an automatic
segmentation with the corresponding segments from a correct segmentation.
Beside the mainstreams of speech technology - automatic speech and speaker recognition a study of paralinguistics has gained an increasing attention recently. It covers all the
nonlinguistic or quasi-linguistic information conveyed in speech signal - the form and the
content of speech that lies beyond linguistic message. This presentation summarizes the
investigation of Polish speech prosody in terms of different functions - starting from
paralinguistic aspects like accents or sentence boundaries, ending with non-linguistic
information like speaker emotions and attitudes (on the example of irony expression).
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